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bass treble booster 1.1 can be used as a standalone programme or you can use it as a plugin for other
audio programmes like sound forge, audacity, and fl studio. it is also compatible with the microsoft

windows audio api. bass treble booster is one of the few programmes that allow users to convert files
into mp3 without any technical knowledge. if you are looking to convert your sound files, bass treble

booster is a good choice. bass treble booster is one of the few programmes that convert mp3 files
without any technical knowledge. if you are looking for a simple and easy-to-use programme to boost

the sound quality of your computer, bass treble booster is the way to go. fxsound provides a high level
of customization, so you can fine-tune the frequency spectrum based on what you like or don't like. with

its parametric equalizer, you can tweak each frequency or band to boost or cut the sound. the bass
enhancer and the noise filter also has a big impact on your audio output, so you can use these presets
for more realistic playback. another useful feature is that fxsound features a variety of presets - so you

can get a quick start with the bass enhancer and the noise filter. these presets also provide a wide
range of customizations, so you can tweak the frequency spectrum to suit your own taste. there are also
a lot of song and artist presets, so you can save the customized settings and use them later for similar

types of music.
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